Kobe Bryant to break the record was the bucks for
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_____________________________________

Get 27 points and eight rebounds 9 assists the data, kobe Bryant are still hard to help the lakers (the Po) on the road to
victory. By the bucks in 100-89 it later, the lakers are the road record is disastrous of 1-7. After the game, with the ap
news in, the lakers and everyone talked about the road embarrassed.
Video-fly xia road and a milestone of 7160 free throws to break the record
Media sources: sina sports
"Obviously, we in the road performance is not good enough, the defensive end we didn't show any oppressive. And we
are still in the defensive end a lot of mistakes have been made, let the home team can seize the opportunity. I don't think
we're a bad teams, but apparently with different views I record." After the game, the lakers coach mike brown said. In
fact, the lakers had a good chance of today away win. Because, the bucks team score less second Stephen Jackson and
have the ability and the lakers inside the Andrew bogut rival.
But the reality is, the lakers in the phalanx of six players scored in double figures. Among them, mike dunleavy-three
points three shots outside the line 2, scored 15 points. El sen-Iraq and cable watts's not catch the chances to score,
made seven of nine to 15 points. On the bench, the lakers lost 13 points, finally only lost 11 points just. Although a strong
double insider, but the Milwaukee bucks with the spirit will never give up, just let pau gasol 18 shots made only six. "In
the first half, we do. The second half can also not line, the defensive end we can't find an excuse, can only say later to be
better. Today, the bucks on both ends of the beat us." After the game, pau gasol said.
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